
 

CANOEING BASICS by Roger Urbaniak 

Purchased with paper route money, I have owned the same 18 -foot aluminum canoe for over 60 years 
and have learned a lot about the joys of owning one in the process.  I have also learned a lot of do’s and 
don’ts along the way that I will share as well.  My canoe was made in Michigan by Aerocraft, weighing 
roughly 90 pounds, and has a wide center plus web seats front and back.   Ribbing underneath helps 
stability especially in the wind.  It has molded aluminum tie areas to easily slide rope through to secure 
front and back to vehicles.  I have both standard paddles and specialty wide racing paddles, plus 
cushions and life jackets to complete my basic equipment together with a cartop carrier to load onto.    

Having a vehicle that has easily accessible front and back areas to tie to adds to the safety and stability 
during transportation, especially in the wind and during sudden breaking.  Vehicle height is also 
important especially if you load the canoe alone as I often do.  If your vehicle with roof rack is taller than 
your shoulders you may not have the arm strength to lift canoe after carrying it.  Much easier to slide 
onto the bars than lift. Getting the right car top cross bars to fit the shape of your vehicles roof, and 
owning a vehicle with a strong roof is necessary as some vehicles simply will not support the weight of a 
canoe or even a bike rack because of their lightweight design usually found in high mileage cars.  I 
usually visit a shop that specializes in mounting roof carriers and have them evaluate my vehicle, mount 
rack and instruct me on what is needed if I wish to remove and reuse as the exact placement of rack is 
often critical.   

LOADING THE CANOE 

Picking up the canoe by yourself off the ground takes practice and some strength, but it is worth 
learning a technique that keeps you from throwing your back out of alignment during the process.  
Tipping the canoe on its side and positioning your body as close to the center as possible is a good start.  
I keep my back mostly straight and use my arms to center the canoe usually with the front of the canoe 
touching the ground to minimize weight during initial lift I then use my fingers pressed against the 
bottom of the canoe to bring canoe to a level position as I simultaneously use my legs to go from squat 
to standing.    Once I pick up the canoe and start carrying it on my shoulders, I continue to use fingers for 
balance and rest the canoe cross bar on my shoulders both for stability and strength.   Once I an along 
side my vehicle and the carrier bars are the right height, I simply ease one side of the canoe on to the 
top of bars and then push the rest of the canoe until it is centered on the vehicle.  I then use rope cut to 
precise lengths to tie the bars on the canoe to the roof bars using a continuous length of strong rope to 
attach from front to rear while using the last bit of rope to tie to roof mount near car doors.  Rope is 
used on each side of the canoe separately and a third rope piece ties to door roof mounts wraps around 
canoe cross bars and goes over the top once or twice to keep the canoe from sliding off sideways as you 
corner with vehicle.  Rope pieces cut to size are used to tie front and rear of canoe to frame of vehicle, 
hopefully with good areas to tie to on the vehicle.  Good ties front and back will keep your canoe from 
bouncing as you go over bumps while the ropes tying canoe ribs to crossbars are your strength areas 
that keeps the canoe attached to vehicle during transportation.  Being able to load and unload your 
canoe yourself and walk short distances carrying it dramatically increases how much it will be used.  It 
also impresses onlookers that you can carry something looking so heavy.   

USE BASICS 



Entering and exiting your canoe, especially entering, is when you are most likely times to tip over and 
get wet if you are not careful.  I load my canoe first to keep my hands free and then grab sides of canoe 
with my hands as I inch forward to my seat while bending over to keep center of gravity low.  Loading 
should take into account leaving areas for you to put your feet while boarding.  If I am canoeing with a 
companion, I walk to the far end to allow them to enter and quickly sit as they push off.  My canoe is 
long and stable enough for me to sit in the rear seat and canoe by myself.  I keep a spare paddle in the 
canoe in case mine slips out of my hand or breaks during a long journey.  If you pack for a camping trip 
in your canoe, position gear to be in balance with you and your partner, plus keep things in waterproof 
containers, ideally tied to the ribs in case the canoe flips on a log or sharp river curve.  Life jackets should 
be worn, especially in rivers.  Consider self-inflatable jackets if regular jackets are uncomfortable during 
use. Wide paddles are helpful in rivers as often you use them as rudders with the extra surface area 
allowing quicker turns.  I usually point out to first time companions that the person in the rear controls 
the canoe direction and instruct them to switch sides paddling when they tire as I can see them do so 
and adjust my strokes accordingly.  After 60+ years of use, I have developed numerous canoe strokes to 
direct the canoe.  Rather than try to describe them all I have found that U-tube has several instructional 
videos that will be easier for first time users to visualize.  One trick I use that you might not find is when 
paddling by yourself in a frontal wind,  kneel in the center of the canoe to keep wind from turning you 
around.  I have found it handy on occasion to visit a free canoe obstacle course along-side the Evergreen 
Point bridge in Seattle near the U of W stadium.  Paddling through the course helps teaching someone 
new plus just keeping my own skills sharp.   

REPAIRS AND STORAGE 

After 60 years I have grown to appreciate an aluminum canoe.  I can flip it upside down on grass with no 
need of annual maintenance.  Occasionally the web seats need reweaving, but with built in clips it is an 
easy process.  Rivets sometimes come loose but can be replaced with steel screws.  There are several 
patching fabrics available to patch any seams that start leaking which is infrequent.  I once had a tree 
limb fall and flatten my canoe.  I was able to turn it upside down, jump on it and see it resume its initial 
shape almost without any leaks.  Aluminum is great, and after 60 years, I can testify to durable too.   

REFLECTIONS ON OWNING CANOE 

I enjoy being on the water and enjoying nature with minimum intrusion caused by me.  The quiet of the 
canoe allows this.  Affordability of a canoe gets appreciated more with each use.  Low maintenance, cost 
of use, easy storage, ability to use free car top boat launches, ability to portage, maneuver in tight areas, 
quick access with home storage, ability to load alone and the safety of a wide vessel with a keel are all 
features that I have grown to appreciate as well as being able to use by myself to invite a guest, 
sometimes with a child in the center.   The combination of all of these features has insured its frequent 
use. 


